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NORTH AMERICA

FIBER OPTIC
SPLICING

WORKSTATION
A portable & convenient workstation 
for the mobile fiber technician

BENEFITS AND FEATURES

Portable dual height workstation enables sitting 
and standing height options

Compact fold flat design with large 
worksurface

Built in cable management slots & 
holes for tool storage and clamping

Heavy duty steel legs — 
optional wheel kit shown

Cable management attachment 
included with standard package

Quick-attach standoffs for aerial mount or utilize an existing wall 
mount box

This next generation fiber splicing workstation has a large work 
surface that works well at most any fiber work site, inside or out. The 
heavy duty steel legs lock firmly to keep your table secure at either 
sitting height or standing height. The work-surface can also me 
mounted to an existing wall mounted box OR aerial cables for use 
in a bucket truck with the proper accessory kit. A universal screw 
mount enables your fusion splicer to be a�xed to the work surface 
if it is equipped with a screw mount.

Conveniently located slots and holes are molded into the table to 
easity manage and keep track of tools, parts, splicing sleeves and 
other splicing equipment. The recessed area prevents small pieces 
from rolling o�. The table folds up flat for quick and easy 
transportation and storage. No matter where your fiber splicing 
duties take you, this rugged, portable workstation will become 
critical to your splicing environment.
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WORKSTATION

Fiber optic splicing workstation with cable management 
bracket, floor stand with adjustable height and captive knob kit

Splicer table stand-off wall box/ONT mount—requires FOST

Aerial strand cable mount enables FOST table top to be mounted
to aerial cables—requires FOST

Wheel kit (2 wheels) for mounting onto FOST above

FOST-KIT

WMSO-KIT

AERIAL-KIT

WHEEL-KIT

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
PART ORDER NUMBER

SPECIFICATIONS
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

Sitting work surface height

Accessory slots

Workstation surface area

Recessed surface area

Max weight capacity

31.5in (80cm)

4

35.5in x 22.5in (90.17cm x 57.15cm)

22in x 18in (55.88cm x 45.72cm)

100lbs (45.4kg)

SPLICING WITH WALL MOUNTED ONT USING
STAND-OFF BRACKETS

SPLICING WHILE WORKING AERIALLY USING
AERIAL STRAND ATTACHEMENT CABLES

WALL BOX/ONT MOUNT KIT AERIAL MOUNT KIT


